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Tips for a Successful
Software Selection 

Benchmark

Benchmark your business—
discover areas for improvement

Dedicate

Dedicate resources to the project—
and hold them accountable 

Include

Include the owner/key leaders in 
the decision-making process

Grow

Select a solution that can grow 
along with your business 

Why Companies Delay 
Software Upgrades—and 
Why It Hinders Growth

Research

Talk to your peers—consider 
what works well for them

Develop

Develop goals and an action 
plan to achieve them

Choose

Choose a provider that 
understands your industry

Fear of the Unknown

Fire Fighting

Lack of Capital

Resistance to Change

Many LBM businesses get stuck in the day-to-day, 
urgent tasks without time to define the business 
strategy.  Unless you carve out time today to focus 
on the future of your business, you'll limit your 
ability to grow tomorrow.

The funds you set aside for software can instead get 
chipped away by unexpected costs. It's vital to 
prioritize the software investment that can help 
grow your business.

Many employees resist change. A successful 
transition to new technology requires leaders to 
educate staff early on, gain buy-in, communicate 
often, and help the team adjust to change.

You may not know where to start or how to best 
meet your end goal. Talk to your peers, colleagues, 
and other industry experts to gather insights 
and ideas.

ERP Impact to Bottom Line1
Running modern enterprise resource planning 
(ERP) software benefits your business.
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57%
of high-growth companies 
cite better technology as the 
most important consideration 
in overcoming business 
growth challenges2

55%
of organizations update their 
software system to take 
advantage of new functionality

Risks of Outdated Software 

Disconnected Business
Customers expect you to provide 

a seamless and consistent 
experience across channels—

online, in the yard, at a jobsite, 
etc. Use technology to stay 

connected and simplify 
your business.

Outdated Software Can Stifle Growth for LBM Businesses

Diminished Customer 
Satisfaction
Customers are used to completing tasks 
easily and intuitively with their mobile 
devices. Invest in software that helps 
you deliver an exceptional customer 
experience and makes it easier to do 
business with you.

Operational Inefficiencies
Manual tasks frustrate workers and 
limit time for serving customers. 
Technology should enable you to do 
more with less and to run your 
business better overall.

Excessive Labor Costs and
Hiring Gaps
Outdated technology can affect 
employee retention and productivity 
when old systems and processes make 
tasks difficult for your staff.

Data Security Threats
Cyberattacks can cost your 
business and damage your 
reputation. Out-of-date 
security won’t block the latest 
hacking attempts and viruses, 
leaving your business 
vulnerable to threats.

Stagnant Business Growth
Without the right mobile, eCommerce, 

and web tools, you can’t do business 
with your customers when and where 

they prefer. Make it easy for customers 
to choose your business.

Insufficient Data and Insights
Insufficient data can lead to costly 
issues, missed opportunities, and unmet 
customer expectations. To make smarter, 
faster decisions, you need real-time 
information at your fingertips.


